Pure-tone auditory stream segregation and speech perception in noise in cochlear implant recipients.
This study examined the ability of cochlear implant users and normal-hearing subjects to perform auditory stream segregation of pure tones. An adaptive, rhythmic discrimination task was used to assess stream segregation as a function of frequency separation of the tones. The results for normal-hearing subjects were consistent with previously published observations (L.P.A.S van Noorden, Ph.D. dissertation, Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands 1975), suggesting that auditory stream segregation increases with increasing frequency separation. For cochlear implant users, there appeared to be a range of pure-tone streaming abilities, with some subjects demonstrating streaming comparable to that of normal-hearing individuals, and others possessing much poorer streaming abilities. The variability in pure-tone streaming of cochlear implant users was correlated with speech perception in both steady-state noise and multi-talker babble. Moderate, statistically significant correlations between streaming and both measures of speech perception in noise were observed, with better stream segregation associated with better understanding of speech in noise. These results suggest that auditory stream segregation is a contributing factor in the ability to understand speech in background noise. The inability of some cochlear implant users to perform stream segregation may therefore contribute to their difficulties in noise backgrounds.